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Off we go! 
Practice and be familiar with all music! 
 
March 30 Meet & Greet 3 6:30-8:30pm 
  Location: Patrizios 

 Roommates chosen 
 Tee shirt sizes 
 Misc. paper work turned in 
 
April 1   Home Camp fee $100 to 4825 N. 
Meadow Ridge Cr. McKinney 75070 
 

April 15 Director Rec 2015tyoc@gmail.com 

May 1 Med Release 2015tyoc@gmail.com 

June 6, 13, 20, 27   9 -12 Rehearsals at 

Wylie East HS Band Room  

Reminders! THE ART OF TRAVELING 

When you pack your bags to explore the beauties of your own country or 

to travel around the world, consider these keys for a happy journey: 

Travel lightly.  Your are not traveling for people to see you. 

Travel expectantly.  Every place you visit is like a surprise package to be 

opened.  Untie the strings with an expectation of high adventure. 

Travel hopefully.  “To travel hopefully,” wrote Robert Louis Stevenson, 

“is better than to arrive.” 

Travel humbly.  Visit people and places with reverence and respect for 

their traditions and ways of life. 

Travel courteously.  Consideration for your fellow travelers and your 

hosts will smooth the way through the most difficult days. 

Travel gratefully. Show appreciation for the many things that are being 

done for your enjoyment & comfort. 

Travel with an open mind.  Leave your prejudices at home. 

Travel with curiosity.  It is not how far you go, but how deeply you go 
that mines the gold of experience.  Thoreau wrote a big book about tiny 

Walden Pond. 

Travel with imagination.  As the old Spanish proverb puts it, “He who 
would bring home the wealth of the Indies, must carry the wealth of the 

Indies with him.” 

Travel fearlessly.  Banish worry and timidity; the world and its people 

belong to you just as you belong to the world. 

Travel relaxed.  Make up your mind to have a good time. 

Travel patiently.  It takes time to understand others, especially when 
there are barriers of language and custom; keep flexible and adaptable 

to all situations. 

Texas Youth Orchestra & Choir Summer Study: July 5-8 HC and July 9-21, 2015 Tour 

Café Terrace at Night by Vincent Van Gogh 
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 Arles 
Spotlight on >>> 

 
 

In 90 A.D., the Arles Amphitheatre was 
built by the Romans and seated 

20,000 spectators. The towers jutting 
out from the top are medieval add-ons. 
It was built to provide entertainment in 

the form of chariot races and bloody 
hand-to-hand battles. Today, it draws 
large crowds for bull fighting, plays 

and concerts. 

VanGogh 
Take note >>> 

Deborah Perkins   972.839.8879 
Amber Evans   217.412.6369 

Sue Ewing   214.293.4804 
Glenn Lambert   972.816.5176 
Ross Patterson   972.707.6047 

2015tyoc@gmail.com 
www.texasyouthorchestra.org 

Contact Us 

Vincent van Gogh is considered the greatest Dutch painter after Rembrandt, 
although he remained poor and virtually unknown throughout his life. He 
resided in Arles 1888-89. He painted Les Arènes by memory in December 
of 1888 after attending the bullfight season in Arles earlier that year. 
 
A matter of weeks after painting this canvas, Van Gogh cut off part of his 
own ear. One of the many theories about this notorious incident is that the 
bullfights made a deep impression on Van Gogh, in particular, the custom of 
severing one ear of the defeated bull. 

The ancient town of Arles is an important center of 
Provencal life, proud of its traditions and famed for 
its Roman and early medieval heritage. It lies on 
the Rhône south of the point where the river divides 
into two arms - the Grand Rhône to the east and 
the Petit Rhône to the west.   

 

Les Arènes  



Rehearsals 

June Rehearsals and TYOC Home Camp 

Our June rehearsal site has been set for Wylie East 

HS band room June 6, 13, 20 and 27, 9am- 12 

noon. Please make room in your summer schedule 

to be at all rehearsals.   

Southern Methodist University, Meadows School of 

the Arts, will be our home away from home for 

four days just prior to departure.  

Block off Sunday, July 5– Wednesday, July 8 for 

Home Camp and our “Send-Off” concert at 6:30. 

The tentative HC time is 9-5. Bring a sack lunch or 

money to eat out.   

During Home Camp we will be busy preparing the 

music, discussing cultural differences, getting to 

know each other and learning details about our 

destinations.  

The 2015 TYOC concert venues will necessitate that the musicians 
wear appropriate apparel for a formal concert.    
 
For ladies:                             
  ¾-sleeved or longer black shirt or blouse  
  Black slacks (no jeans) or tea-length skirt  
  Black shoes 
 Concert Dress Basic Black 
 
For men:                             
 ¾-sleeved or longer black shirt   
 Black pants (no jeans)  
 Black socks and shoes  
 
It is strongly recommended that all musicians bring two sets of concert 
attire.  Additionally, consider a mix and match wardrobe, where your 
concert shoes can also be a pair of great walking shoes or where your 
concert clothes can double as part of an evening out. 

Security and Keeping Details Safe - Scan the first page of your passport and credit card info in an email account so you know 

who to contact if anything is stolen or lost. This way, even if you lose everything, you have immediate access to all your  

important information. Also, consider writing your home and destination address and mobile number on a self-adhesive sticky  

label to stick INSIDE your luggage in a visible place. If your luggage is lost and the baggage label has come off, at least the  

airline can still figure out whose luggage it is.  Label everything with your name, phone number and TYOC. 

Valuables - Keep your passport and valuables on your person at all times. Passport belts and carriers are available in the  

travel sections of many stores. Always keep your passport in the same place so you will always know where it is. We will check  

passports often! 

Backpack Tips - When you are packing things into a backpack, place the lighter items at the bottom and the heavier ones on 

top. Your bag will feel lighter this way as the pack rests on your lower back. It is also smart to place the things you use the most 

on top.     

Raingear - Bring an umbrella and/or cheap poncho just in case. 

Clothes - Once you lay out the clothes you plan on taking, be ruthless and cut back about half.  Remember: less is more! You 

should leave extra room for souvenirs. If you can’t comfortably carry the bag for 13 days, then you have packed too much. Lean 

toward items that are easy to wash and drip dry. Jeans are heavy and don’t dry fast; but they can last for a week.  Rolling your 

clothes rather than folding them will save space. Another option is to use vacuum sealed bags.  

Carry-On/Personal Item -  Keep any medication and important papers in your carry-on bag. On long flights, packing a fresh 

change of clothes is a good idea.  Toothbrush too!! 

Tech - Bring appropriate adapters and converters for all electronics you plan to bring. Label everything with your name, 

phone number and TYOC.  

Instruments - We will have a packing party the night before we leave to pack our instruments- small insts for carry on and large 

insts for checking. All instrumentalists will bring a folding metal music stand. 

Packing Tips 

Concert Dress 



Performance 

Repertoire 

TYOC 

Learn the following pieces! Your parts should live in a 1” black 3 ring binder. 
Orchestra 
Copeland, Variation on a Shaker Melody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3pnJEGVsD0 
Gershwin/Whitney, American in Paris  http://www.jwpepper.com/scores/2440956.pdf 
Gould, American Salute https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hc4C7AkXtLI 
Strommen, Prairie Song  http://www.jwpepper.com/Prairiesong/2478090.item#.U6GydPldWSo 
Anderson, Blue Tango https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZd_tm6Jb-s 
Mangione/Phillips, The Children of Sanchez  http://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/media-
player.jsp?&type=audio&productID=10015137   
  
Choir 
Billings, Creation  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpKHYe2gSU4    
U2, MLK  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsA6Ljm7g4o   
Leavitt, Old Dan Tucker (fiddle and bass accomp) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=n4vRt4YEOec&index=12&list=PL643075707FCDDDE3 
  
Combined Orchestra and Choir 

Lauridsen, Sure on this Shining Night http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wio1hcuAAAk  

Rutter, Requiem I Requiem aeternam https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=bAhNDGwMDPQ&list=PL9C756DA8AEDA2D3B 

Ward, From Sea to Shining Sea  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjsvuHQqjE8 
Williams, Hymn to the Fallen  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Omd9_FJnerY 
Prima, Sing, Sing, Sing  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxrH6mUGyk4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=affa0tn-UtM 

St. Cesaire, Arles 

Palais  
des  

Papes 
 

Avignon 
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